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In San Diego County and northern Baja California the social and political make-up of the Kumeyaay
(Ipai and Tipai) is fairly well documented for the settlements and villages east of the western foothills of
the Cuyamaca Mountains and into the western Imperial Desert. By contrast, the traditional and historical
distribution and names of the coastal and inland valley clans is far less documented. This paucity of data
for the western clans is largely a function of the removal of these clans from the region by European
colonialists and their settlement in the interior of San Diego County by 1875. The goal of this study is to
fill in the gaps in our knowledge of the precontact and early proto-historic coastal and inland valley clans
through the use of Spanish mission records and early historic documents. As a result of this study 10
coastal and inland valley clans have been identified and their general area of distribution plotted. The
combination of earlier studies with the current study provides a much clearer and more complete
depiction of the Kumeyaay clans of San Diego County.
The Kumeyaay people of San Diego County trace their family lineage back to a distant past and
often to animals and creatures from another time. In spite of decades of study, traditional Kumeyaay
social organization remains unclear. The basic unit appears to have been kin groups referred to by a
variety of names including sib, shimulls, cimuLs, gens, and gentes. These clans were organized into
exogamous groups based on patrilineal (male) descent and were apparently not totemic although animals,
plants, and places were directly associated with clans; for example, KwatL meaning hide or skin (Gifford
1918:168).
Adequate discussions of the composition of clans and more details are provided in Gifford (1918)
and Spier (1923). Luomala (1963) offers an insightful discussion of sibs and their dispersion across
Kumeyaay territory. Woods (1982) provides an excellent and thorough synthesis of the clan system and
other elements of Kumeyaay culture. While it is not certain, it is likely that the clans or shimulls were
traditionally localized.
Tables 1 and 2 present the clans that were still extant in San Diego in 1916-1917, or at least those
clans recorded by the early anthropologist Gifford (1918). Several of the clans reportedly originated in
what is now Imperial Valley and clearly document a strong and probably ancient Kumeyaay presence in
the territory east of the Cuyamaca and Laguna Mountains and into the Algodones Dunes region. The two
tables list the clans/sib recorded by Gifford in his studies conducted over a five-week period between
December 1916 and January 1917—a hundred years ago. His study focused primarily on Diegueño
(Kumeyaay) consultants he interviewed at Manzanita, Campo, and Mesa Grande. For the thirteen
Southern Diegueño (Tipai/Tiipay) clans (Table 1) his main consultant was Hutcukal, an elderly woman
from western Imperial Valley and James McCarty (the Great Grandfather of the late Leroy Elliot of
Manzanita) whose ancestors lived on the eastern slope of the Tecate Divide (Gifford 1918:167-173).
Gifford also recorded twelve Northern Diegueño (Ipai/Iipay) clans. In this case, his main
consultant was Tomaso Curo (Kukuro) of Mesa Grande. His tabulation of Northern Diegueño clans is
provided below on Table 2.
By the time of Gifford’s fieldwork, many of the Kumeyaay had been living on reservations since
1875, a period of more than 40 years or almost two generations. As noted by Gifford, and others
researchers at the time, the consolidation of families and clans on reservations led to a fragmentation of
the traditional clan system and the adoption of Hispanic and American family names. Thus, the word
“KwatL” (meaning animal hide) changed to the Spanish word “Cuero” with the same meaning, and then
to the phonetic gloss of “Hyde” in English.
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Table 1. Southern Diegueño Clans per Gifford (1918).
SOUTHERN DIEGUEÑO
CLAN

LOCATION

COMMENTS

Kanihite/Kwinhite

Campo Agency

Originally from southwest Imperial Valley

Haiyipa

Hakwino/Blue
Lake

Calexico in southwestern Imperial Valley

Hakisput

Hatcupai

Imperial Valley

Hetmiel

Near Campo
Agency

Formerly at Hakwasik, below U. S. Jacumba

Naxwate

Miskwatnuk

North of Campo Agency

Kwitak

Campo

At Warren’s Hotel site. Also glossed as Quitac

Yatcap

Hakisab

Northeast of Campo Agency. Also glossed as LaChappa

KwatL

Hakwaskwak

Jacumba Valley Baja California. Means animal hide and later glossed in Spanish
as Cuero and then in English as Hyde.

Tumau

Near Yuma

Formerly near Brawley. Means grasshopper

HiLmawa

Snauyaka

Village within Manzanita

Saikul

Matkwai

Northeast of Manzanita

Miskwis

Uncertain

Now at Campo Reservation

Kwamai

Pilyakai

At or near La Posta. Means wishes to be tall.

Table 2. Northern Diegueño Clans per Gifford (1918).
NORTHERN
DIEGUEÑO CLAN

LOCATION

COMMENTS

Kukuro

Mesa Grande

Originally from Mission Valley and Tijuana? Means
dark or shaded. Glossed as Cuuro.

Letcapa

Manzanita

Means short. Glossed as LaChappa

Matuwir

Mesa Grande and 8 miles to the south

Means hard like a rock.

Critcak

Mesa Grande/Pamo

Means an owl species

KwiLp

Mesa Grande/Pamo

Means a type of shrub. Also glossed as Quilp.

XesiL

Tauwi/Monkey Hill

Means a type of manzanita

U’u

Mesa Grande/Pamo

Means a species of owl

Baipa

Santa Ysabel

Also glossed a Paipa

Esun

Santa Ysabel

Glossed into Osun/Osuna

Gwaha

Santa Ysabel

Means a species of wormwood

Tumau

Originally Mesa Grande and Santa Ysabel. Now Means grasshopper
(1917) at Capitan Grande

Xipuwate

Santa Ysabel
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Figure 1. Shimulls (clans) of Southern Imperial and San Diego County (from Spier 1923).
Three years after Gifford’s field work Leslie Spier visited San Diego County to conduct his own
study. Over a period of only twelve days and with one consultant, Jim McCarty and one translator,
William Coleman, Spier (1923) compiled twenty-one clans, which he called gentes or cimuls. The
following table (Table 3) lists the gentes noted by Spier, and Figure 1 is a rendition of the map prepared
by Spier (1923).
As observed in the tables and figure, there is a paucity of information regarding clans west of
approximately Pine Valley and Santa Ysabel. One of the goals of this study was to rectify this sparseness
of information and attempt to reconstruct the clans/sibs that existed in the western portion of San Diego at
the time of Spanish contact. While probably not complete, the field work of Gifford (1918), Spier (1923),
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and Dubois (1909, 1907) in the 1900-1925 time period (as discussed above) offers insights into the clans
and sibs from Warner Springs/Pine Valley on the west, and east to the Brawley/El Centro area, but leaves
the coast and the coastal plan/inland valleys devoid of data. This lack of anthropological data is largely a
function of the inland location of Kumeyaay consultants on federal reservations in the first part of the
twentieth century. More than 140 years after the advent of the mission system and near abandonment of
the coast in circa 1820 it can be expected that even knowledgeable Kumeyaay elders would have minimal
information on coastal clans.
A reconstruction of the more westerly clans is important to the Kumeyaay tribes and bands and to
anthropologists, because it can more clearly document traditional presence in the territories west of the
mountains. In addition, identifying the clans and sibs that once occupied the coastal plain and inland
valleys further fills in portions of a previously incomplete picture of Kumeyaay culture.
The methods for the current reconstruction of which clans may have existed from the time of
Spanish contact in 1769 through at least the mid-1800s focused on using early Spanish records and
documents. As part of the process of recording the baptisms, marriages, and deaths of native people who
came under at least some measure of Spanish influence or control, priests specifically recorded details of
the indigenous people. It should be stressed, however, that the information from mission records largely
reflects only those villages or towns from where Native Americans were missionized.
In general, more information was available when individuals came from villages closer to the
mission or presidio. At a point beyond perhaps 20-25 miles from the Spanish settlements, especially to
the east, there are less information recorded and also less reliable data. This is particularly true if villages
and settlements were not near Spanish roads or routes of travels. As Judge Benjamin Hayes noted in the
1870s, “even going only as far as the Valle de las Viejas it was considered dangerous and the greatest
caution was used by the [Spanish and Mexican] soldiers (Hayes 1929).”
In the case of early mission records (1769-1790), the entries are often detailed and clear as
regards the names of the native individuals, their clans, and their resident village. In later years priests and
recorders often ignored or abandoned the use of Kumeyaay names for villages and were less prone to
record clan names (Libros de Mission San Diego). If the Spanish name for a settlement (Soledad for
instance) can be applied to a native name (for example, Ystagua) then it is possible to associate a clan
with a given village even when only the Spanish name is provided. Even in these early years, the
information varied greatly depending on how well the priest or recorder understood or “heard” the native
speaker. In addition, conventions regarding spelling varied with v and b being used for the same
approximate sound; and x and h and j were similarly used depending on the education and training of the
priest/recorder.
While much of the information provided in this section is based on more than 20 years of review
and analysis of copies of the original mission San Diego de Alcalá documents, these data were cross
checked using the recently available and highly valuable Early California Population Project (ECPP). The
ECPP, which was completed in June 2006, allows researchers to view transcribed and translated data on
line through the web site supported by the Huntington Library.
In reviewing the mission records, it was important to discern between Kumeyaay family names,
names applied to individuals that may have been “first” name or some other nomenclature, and actual
clan names. Assumed clan names from the records were compared with known clan or sib names, for
example Kukuro. Given that the native person being baptized or married self-identified themselves, there
can also be a great deal of variation as to whether they disclosed their clan, or family name, or “first”
name. For example, a female may have identified herself as “sinykwesiyay” meaning “healer woman” or
“woman who heals” and no further information was provided. In other cases, the name Cuchillo, a “first”
name was followed by Letchap with Letchap or Llachap (LaChappa) being the clan name.
For this study only clans associated with males within a given village were recorded and used in
the analysis. The rationale for this is that the Kumeyaay were exogamous meaning that the females
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Table 3. Diegueño Clans per Spier in 1923.
SPIER (1923)

GIFFORD (1918)

MEANING

COMMENTS

‘kwaxa’
Tumau’

Tumau

South of Salton Sea

Lya’tcarp

Yatcap

Near Coyote Wells

Neeix hawo’te

Naxwate

Waipu’k

Means King Snake

HiLmiarp

Hetmiel

KwatL

KwatL

HuLwa

At Vallecitos. Also Guaypoc
Boulevard area

Means a Hide

South of Salton Sea (Cuero)

Means Twined Basket

South of Salton Sea

‘Kwitark

Kwitak

Means Fire Split Rock

Quitac

‘Kwamai’

Kwamai

Means High/Lofty

From Laguna down to
Vallecitos

Miskwi’s

Miskwis

Kwi’nehite

Kanihite/Kwinhite

HitLmawa

HiLmawa

At the Campo District

At Manzanita

Oswai’

Immediately south of Jacumba

Litc

Worthless

Recently extinct. San Felipe
drainage, Harper’s Flat, and
San Felipe

Kalya’rp

Butterfly

Extinct

Xotu’m

Drum

From Spanish tamor?

Kwainyi’L

Black

South of La Posta

Saiku’r/Saikul

Between Manzanita and
Buckman Springs

Paipa’

Immediately south of Jacumba

Nixkai’

South of Salton Sea

married into their husband’s village. By using only males, the reconstruction is a clearer reflection of the
clans present at a given village and within a given area. While the data provided for married women
within the villages is important and of overall value in understanding marriage patterns and relationships,
such information is not the focus of this clan reconstruction. It is an avenue of research that should,
however, be pursued.
Table 4 lists the clans or sibs that appear in a selected review of mission records for more than 15
Kumeyaay villages that existed west of the Laguna and Cuyamaca Mountains to the coast line, and from
just south of the present day International Border to approximately Carlsbad on the north. The spellings
for the clans have been standardized to reflect current spelling and orthography. Based on the sheer
number of villages represented by various clans and their distribution across the county in the 1700s it
appears that Metehuir and Shirac were the most widespread and probably the most populous clans.
Metehuir extended from near Tijuana on the south to Carlsbad on the north and east to Ramona/El Cajon
(Figures 2 and 3). Shirac overlaps with Metehuir in the west but extends from approximately the San
Diego River on the south to Carlsbad and from the coast to Ramona/Alpine on the east. By contrast,
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Table 4. Clans/Sibs Recorded in Mission San Diego Records.
CLAN/SIB VILLAGES
Llchap

5

LATER RECORDATION

COMMENTS

Gifford 1917; Merriam
1920

Appears from the coast to Mission Valley and Inland

Metehuir 12

Gifford 1917

Extends from Del Mar to San Ysidro and from the coast to beyond El
Cajon

Sichac

7

Gifford 1917

Extends from Del Mar to San Ysidro and from the coast to beyond El
Cajon

Coamey

4

Culip

6

Guassac

3

Generally a southern clan from San Ysidro on the south to El Cajon

Guapoc

6

Extends from Sorrento Valley to the border and from the coast to El Cajon

Escaripa

3

Center on the El Cajon Spring Valley area.

U’u

2

Generally south of the San Diego River east to El Cajon south to the border
Gifford 1917; Merriam
1920

Extends from Sorrento Valley south to Mission Valley and east to Ramona

Hachir

Gifford 1917

Centered on Ramona and Mesa Grande area

Coamey is relatively concentrated extending from the San Diego River on the north to San Ysidro on the
south and form the coast to approximately El Cajon. Guaypoc extends within Guaypoc territory along the
coastal plain from Sorrento Valley south to Tijuana and east along the San Diego River to El Cajon, and
southerly to Otay.
The overlap of clan/sib territory reflects the flexibility of clan structure and perception of what
territory was “owned” or claimed by a given clan. It would appear that the overlap and sharing of territory
extends back to at least the mid-1770s and probably increased over time as clans/sibs intermarried and
were forced into constrained lands. Luomala (1963) also documented this flexibility in the modern period.
The Metehuir and Shirac clans have been recorded as large, influential clans in the late 1800s and
early 1900s by Gifford (1918), Spier (1923), and Dubois (1909, 1907). For example, Cinon Duro, more
accurately Cinon Metehuir, was one of the most highly regarded and well known Tipai leaders and elders
in the late 1800s and into the early 1900s (Figure 4). Another leader, Guaypoc also appears in the more
modern period, circa 1830 but to a lesser extent. By the early 1900s, of course, the clan members were
located in the interior largely on reservations that often bore little resemblance to traditional clan territory.
CONCLUSION
Review and analysis of Spanish mission records has provided a preliminary glimpse into the
cultural and social make-up of the western Kumeyaay during Spanish colonization in southern California.
Synthesis of the data from thousands of baptismal, marriage, and death records from circa 1769-1830 has
better documented the names and location of major clans on the San Diego coast and coastal plan. When
combined with the later work of anthropologists in the 1880-1930 era, there is potential to gain a more
complete understanding of the clan system and its apparent localization.
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Figure 2. Aerial of Clans/Sibs of Western San Diego County 1770-1860 (Carrico 2017).
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Figure 3. Clans/Sibs of Western San Diego County 1770-1860 (Carrico 2017).

Figure 4. Cinon Metehuir (Meteguir) Duro Leader of the Powerful Metehuir Clan at Mesa Grande
(Courtesy Ramona Pioneer Historical Society).
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